Starting Sunday, April 4, SGI-USA will designate the first Sunday of each month as a virtual Kosen-rufu Gongyo Meeting.

The virtual Kosen-rufu Gongyo Meeting will replace the Soka Spirit encouragement meeting on the first Sunday and should have a longer meeting plan to include agenda items such as:

- Virtual performances
- Faith experiences by members and practicing guests
- Exciting activity reports based on the month’s activity focus
- Showing of the Headquarters Leaders Meeting or an SVP video
- Closing encouragement*

*If the Headquarters Leaders Meeting or SVP video contains a speech or extended encouragement from Ikeda Sensei, then closing encouragement for the virtual Kosen-rufu Gongyo Meeting should come before the video.

**Here is the suggested agenda for our first virtual Kosen-rufu Gongyo Meeting on Sunday, April 4:**

- (6 min) Ikeda Youth Ensemble Performances from the March Youth General Meetings
- (5 min) March Youth General Meeting Report
- (7 min) Faith experience by member or practicing guest
- (5 min) Announcements
  - Leadership appointments (if applicable)
  - Activity announcements (if applicable)
- (40 min) Headquarters Leader’s Meeting Video
- (10 min) Closing encouragement

**NOTE:** The April 4 Kosen-rufu Gongyo Meeting agenda is also included in the April Soka Spirit Curriculum for week 1. The links for the Ikeda Youth Ensemble videos will also be available on the curriculum.

Thank you very much for your continued support.